Abstract-The prevalence of oculomotor dysfunctions associated with blast-induced mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) in warfighters has increased as a consequence of recent conflicts. This study evaluated the effectiveness of computerized oculomotor vision screening (COVS) in a military population. Oculomotor functions were assessed with COVS and by conventional methods in 20 U.S. military personnel with and 20 without mTBI. The validity of COVS was determined by Pearson correlation and Bland-Altman method or the kappa coefficient. The repeatability of the COVS was assessed with the coefficient of repeatability or the kappa coefficient. The results showed that COVS had high sensitivity and specificity for screening near oculomotor functions. Overall, the COVS showed excellent validity and repeatability for assessing near lateral and vertical phorias, Worth 4 Dot, and fixation, as well as pursuit and saccadic eye movements. Despite the strong Pearson correlation, the Bland-Altman analysis identified minor to moderate discrepancies for both positive and negative fusional vergence and their associated recovery as well as for the monocular accommodative facility measurements. This study demonstrated that non-eye-care professionals may be able to use the COVS as a tool to efficiently screen oculomotor functions in a military population with or without mTBI.
INTRODUCTION
As a consequence of the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, the prevalence of visual dysfunctions attributable to mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) in U.S. warfighters has dramatically increased [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . mTBI includes concussive head injury and other nonpenetrating head injuries resulting from external force and/or accelerationdeceleration mechanisms (including coup and contrecoup). Such trauma may be the result of a blast, fall, direct impact, or motor vehicle accident and is often associated with an alteration in mental status. Several studies found oculomotor (i.e., version, vergence, and accommodation) dysfunctions to be the most common visual deficits associated with mTBI [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] . Among these oculomotor dysfunctions are reduced fusional amplitude ranges, abnormal vertical and lateral phorias, convergence insufficiency, diplopia with reduced recovery capability, fixation deficits, nystagmus, inadequate visual pursuit, reduced saccadic velocity, and accommodative deficiencies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [10] [11] . Individuals with mTBI who have such oculomotor dysfunctions may experience any of a variety of visual symptoms such as visual confusion (i.e., perception of superimposed images), reduced ability to tolerate a busy visual environment, increased reaction time, decreased attention, and delayed image interpretation, which can produce severe visual performance deficits such as slowed or disrupted reading and impaired visual search [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [10] [11] [12] . Since many cases of mTBI have a subtle presentation, the associated oculomotor problems may go undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, leading to continued degraded visual abilities.
Oculomotor problems can be crucial for military personnel in combat since their lives and safety, as well as those of others, depend on accurate and rapid situational awareness and environmental perception. Prompt and accurate diagnosis and management of mTBI generally increases an individual's prognosis for neurological recovery [13] [14] [15] and safe return to duty [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, the accurate assessment of oculomotor functions is essential for providing an adequate treatment regimen, thereby ensuring that warfighters with mTBI achieve proper recovery of their oculomotor problems before returning to duty [10] [11] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Premature return to duty places warfighters at greater risk of disability if they suffer additional concussive trauma [26] . Fortunately, most oculomotor dysfunctions resulting from mTBI can be ameliorated with noninvasive rehabilitative intervention such as vision therapy (i.e., neurovisual rehabilitation) and/or such passive treatment such as a spectacle prescription with prismatic lenses or other optical devices [11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
The detection of oculomotor dysfunction remains a challenge, particularly in the military context. Oculomotor dysfunctions, predominantly those affecting near vision, are relatively common in warfighters with mTBI, and many warfighters with these visual deficits go undiagnosed and untreated if a complete oculomotor assessment is not performed [3, 6, 9, 22] . However, only a trained eyecare provider (i.e., optometrist or ophthalmologist) can perform a conventional oculomotor examination, a situation that limits the number of warfighters who can be evaluated for oculomotor dysfunctions before (baseline), during, and after deployment. Given the limited amount of time available to military eye-care providers for a comprehensive eye examination, it would be helpful if some of the oculomotor examination could be delegated to ophthalmic technicians. Furthermore, the absence of standardized methodology among military eye-care clinics for the assessment of oculomotor functions makes the direct comparison of clinical findings over time, particularly pre-and postdeployment, problematic.
Despite the surge in automation of today's ophthalmic instrumentation, automated comprehensive oculomotor assessment is not available, possibly because there has been little to no economic incentive for ophthalmic equipment manufacturers to develop such technology. A new generation of recently available commercial software designed to screen oculomotor functions has the potential to overcome many of these shortcomings.
The present study evaluated the effectiveness of computerized oculomotor vision screening (COVS) by determining its validity, repeatability, sensitivity, and specificity compared with conventional oculomotor testing methodology. An effective COVS that can be administered by non-eye-care personnel would allow timely identification of oculomotor dysfunctions in warfighters with mTBI and would facilitate possible referrals for a comprehensive oculomotor examination as warranted. Automation of oculomotor function screening can potentially provide a standardized screening tool that will reduce the amount of clinic chairtime per patient while making the oculomotor evaluation of warfighters suspected of having mTBI easier and more effective. In addition to expediting the identification and management of oculomotor deficits, COVS can be useful for monitoring the recovery of warfighters with oculomotor problems and assisting healthcare providers to accurately determine return to duty status.
METHODS

Subjects
A total of 40 U.S. military personnel participated in this study; half were recruited from the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) located at Fort Rucker, Alabama, and the other half were recruited from the Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) in Washington, DC. Those recruited and tested at USAARL (14 male and 6 female; mean ± standard deviation [SD] age 32.65 ± 8.94 yr) had no history of mTBI or blast exposure, whereas the 20 subjects recruited and tested at WRAMC (18 male and 2 female; age 29.70 ± 7.68 yr) did have a history of blast-induced mTBI for which they were receiving medical care.
Exclusion criteria included monocularity (e.g., enucleation or no light perception), amblyopia, anisometropia greater than 2.0 diopters (Ds) in any meridian, ocular trauma, or polytrauma that would prevent performing the oculomotor examination. The WRAMC subjects had a documented history of mTBI based on the criteria of the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine: (1) a duration of a loss of consciousness of no more than 30 min at the time of the mTBI, (2) a duration of posttraumatic amnesia of no more than 24 h, (3) a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13 to 15, and (4) alteration of mental state (i.e., evidence of confusion or disorientation) [12] .
Procedures
One of two optometrists (coauthors JEC and TGU) performed a comprehensive eye examination without dilation on all subjects. The optometrists used the identical testing protocol to determine manifest refraction error, distance high contrast best corrected visual acuity measured with a Snellen projector chart, color vision measured with Dvorine pseudoisochromatic plates, confrontation visual fields, intraocular pressure determined using noncontact tonometry, and ocular health status evaluated using biomicroscopy and direct ophthalmoscopy. Since all subjects had normal dilated fundus examinations documented in their electronic medical records as recently as 45 d prior to being enrolled in the study, the undilated examination screened the subjects for recent ocular disease that could confound the interpretation of study results. The manifest refraction was used in the conventional oculomotor and COVS examinations.
The conventional oculomotor examination included tests of oculomotor functions that were assessed by COVS as well as tests that were not. Conventional oculomotor assessments that had no counterpart in COVS were nonetheless important for characterizing the subject's oculomotor status during the study. These components of the examination were stereo acuity as measured by random dot stereograms (RDSs) using the Randot stereotest, near point of convergence (NPC), ocular alignment at distance and at near determined by cover test, distance phoria (lateral and vertical) and gradient accommodative convergence/accommodation ratio using the von Graefe technique, and the amplitude of accommodation (AOA) measured by phorometry using the minus lens to blur method. The near oculomotor functions assessed with both the conventional methods and COVS were Worth 4 Dot, lateral and vertical phorias, maximum negative fusional vergence (NFV) and positive fusional vergence (PFV) with its associated recovery measured with the von Graefe technique, fixation disparity tested with the Borish near point card (separate nonious lines through polarized lenses), monocular accommodative facility measured with +2.00/-2.00 D lenses flippers, and saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements assessed by the Northeastern State University College of Optometry Oculomotor Test. The comprehensive eye examination and conventional oculomotor assessment were conducted using standard clinical procedures [37] [38] [39] .
Following the vision and conventional oculomotor examination, a COVS practice run was performed to ensure that each subject was experienced with the experimental procedures and understood what the methodology entailed. Following this familiarization, all subjects had their oculomotor functions measured three times by COVS, with 15 min rest breaks between test-retest sessions. The purpose and instructions for each COVS test were described to the volunteer before testing. The COVS was administered by one of two medical technicians who were blinded to the results of the conventional oculomotor evaluation.
Computerized Oculomotor Vision Screening Experimental Setup
The COVS system consisted of a metal baseplate that supported a linear translation stage, chinrest, and monitor jacks (Figure 1) . The computer monitor was mounted on the monitor jack positioned on top of the linear translation stage. A chinrest system was mounted on the chinrest jack. The linear translation stage ensured the proper testing distance of 40 cm from the monitor pixel plane to the front surface of the eyes. The monitor and chinrest jacks allowed vertical adjustments to ensure the eyes were aligned with the center of the monitor. Stimuli were displayed on a 19 in. monitor (model 1908FP, Dell Inc; Round Rock, Texas) with a native resolution of 1,280 × 1,024 controlled by a laptop computer (Latitude D630, Dell Inc). The average screen luminance was about 35 cd/m 2 measured with a spot meter (Minolta CS-100A, Konica Minolta Business Solutions; Ramsey, New Jersey). The subjects wore red-blue anaglyphic lenses for all of the tests, except for those involving saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements. The anaglyphic lenses provided dichoptic presentation such that each eye viewed a separate and independent field of stimuli. In order to obtain the best cancellation to eliminate crosstalk or ghosting while subjects wore the red-blue anaglyphic lenses, the color setting of the monitor was adjusted to 45 percent red, 45 percent green, and 100 percent blue, with the test administered in subdued room illumination.
During COVS, the subject was comfortably seated with his or her chin positioned on the chinrest and with his or her forehead against the headrest (Figure 1) .
Figure 1.
Computerized oculomotor vision screening experimental setup with subject aligned with center of monitor located at 40 cm from subject's eyes. Trial lens frame with best correction and red-blue anaglyph lenses were worn for data collection. Subject used joystick game controller to respond to individual tests.
A trial lens frame held the lenses containing both the manifest refraction and red-blue anaglyphic lenses. Subject responses were made using a joystick game controller (Attack 3, Logitech; Newark, California).
Computerized Oculomotor Vision Screening Software
The COVS system used a modified version of the commercially available Binocular Vision Assessment (BVA) software (Home Therapy Systems; Gold Canyon, Arizona), presently labeled as BVA2 (Figure 2(a) ). The BVA2 consisted of the original BVA tests augmented with tests that are part of two other Home Therapy Systems Inc. software systems, VTS3 Computer Orthoptics and ADR iNet Dynamic Reader. The VTS3 Computer Orthoptics software and the BVA software were designed to screen oculomotor functions as part of a vision training package, whereas the ADR iNet Dynamic Reader software was designed to assess reading speed and comprehension (i.e., reading fluency) as part of a reading training package. The software controlled the display and test procedures based on the subject responses. In addition, the size of all the stimuli was automatically controlled by the software based on the monitor size chosen at the initial setup. Ciuffreda et al. described that the presence of oculomotor dysfunctions resulting from brain injury can produce performance deficits such as slowed reading and impaired visual search [40] . Accordingly, we used the Reading Level Test from the ADR iNet Dynamic Reader software to assess reading fluency. This allowed a functional screening of the integrated oculomotor system (i.e., vergence, version, and accommodative components). Particularly, reading speed and comprehension (i.e., fluency) were assessed because these parameters are acutely sensitive to the integration of oculomotor functions [21, 25] . Reading fluency is the ability to read text rapidly and accurately and is the bridge between word recognition and comprehension. The software allows the examiner to adjust the font size and reading grade level tested. Furthermore, the BVA2 includes the 15-question Convergence Insufficiency Symptoms Survey (CISS). This questionnaire has been validated and standardized for the randomized clinical trials (Convergence Insufficiency Treatment Trial Study Group) to subjectively measure the recovery of near vision symptoms in adults [27] [28] 41] . Each symptom question had five possible answers with an associated value, where 4 = always, 3 = frequently, 2 = sometimes, 1 = rarely, and 0 = never. Thus, the cumulative symptoms score can vary from 0 to 60. An average normal adult should score <21 points. The following describes each of the COVS individual test components.
Worth 4 Dot
Binocular fusion requires both motor fusion and sensory fusion. Motor fusion is a prerequisite for sensory fusion; however, complete sensory fusion does not always follow motor fusion. There are three degrees of sensory fusion: (1) simultaneous perception and superimposition, (2) flat fusion, and (3) stereopsis. The Worth 4 Dot test is used to assess flat fusion and determine whether the individual experiences fusion, diplopia, or suppression. Similar to the clinical "flashlight" version of the Worth 4 Dot test, the stimuli consisted of four circles (one white, one blue, and two red), each of which subtended 0.72° (Figure 2(b) ). The stimuli were presented on a black background in a diamond configuration covering a 3.58° area at a viewing distance of 40 cm. The subject wore red and blue filters over the right and left eye, respectively, so that the right eye saw one blue and one white dot and the left eye saw two red dots and one white dot. The subject was instructed to report the number of dots displayed on the screen. The examiner pressed the number key corresponding to the subject's answer. The Worth 4 Dot test was the first test to be administered and ensured that the subject did not have diplopia, which would have prevented a meaningful oculomotor evaluation. The outcome measure was a pass (i.e., normal fusion) or fail (suppression or diplopia) score.
Lateral and Vertical Phorias
Lateral and vertical phorias, assessed under the COVS motor field testing option (Figure 2(a) ), were measured in nine cardinal positions of gaze. The stimuli consisted of a red cross and a blue ring, both of which subtended 1.15° in height and diameter presented on a black background (Figure 2(c) ). During the testing, the subject wore red and blue filters over the right and left eye, respectively. The subject was instructed to use the joystick to move a red cross so that it appeared to be exactly inside a blue ring. The subject reported when the alignment was achieved and the examiner advanced the test to the next gaze position on the screen. The test continued in the same fashion until all nine gaze positions were tested. The software allowed the examiner to set the fixating eye (i.e., right or left) and to set the speed of the joystick to allow better control of the responses for those subjects with poor hand dexterity or decreased reaction time. In this study, all subjects were tested using the right eye as the fixating eye and the joystick speed was set to level 2 (on a scale of 1 = slow and 4 = fast). The outcome measures were the near lateral and vertical phorias in prism diopters (PDs) in each of the nine gazes. The measurement in primary gaze was used to determine the validity and repeatability of the COVS. A diagram depicting a deviation at the nine gazes was also generated as a graphical representation of a suspected paretic muscle.
Positive and Negative Fusional Vergence Amplitude
The screenings for PFV and NFV amplitudes were assessed under the COVS fusional ranges testing option (Figure 2(a) ). Computer-generated right and left stimuli created vergence disparity RDSs that moved horizontally in opposite directions to create a divergence or convergence demand with an increase in vergence demand of 1 PD on the next schedule presentation [42] . Bifoveal fixation is required to discriminate the location of the small RDS, thus ensuring both appropriate sensory and motor fusion. The RDS inner square subtending an angle of 5.01° was located inside a larger square formed by dot patterns subtending an angle of 16.36° presented on a black background (Figure 2(d) ). The subject wore red and blue filters over the right and left eye, respectively. The subject was instructed to locate a smaller square formed by RDSs inside the larger square and to indicate the position of the inner square by moving the joystick in the corresponding direction. As the test progressed, the fusional demand required to maintain fusion of the RDS gradually increased until the subject could no longer discriminate the location of the small square within the larger square. This indicated the maximum NFV amplitude (i.e., break point). When the subject was unable to discriminate the location of the small square, the examiner gradually decreased the fusional amplitude demand until the subject regained fusion, as indicated by the subject's ability to discern the location of the small square again (i.e., recovery point). Maximum fusional amplitudes and recovery values were automatically recorded. After NFV (i.e., base-in) testing, PFV (i.e., base-out) testing was similarly performed. The outcome measures were the maximum near NFV and PFV amplitudes required to maintain fusion (i.e., break) or to recover fusion (i.e., recovery) measured in PD.
Fixation Disparity
Similar to the fixation disparity stimuli used for the conventional test (i.e., Borish near point card), the stimuli displayed on the screen consisted of vertical and horizontal nonious lines forming a cross, in which each eye only saw half of each stimulus (red or blue), subtending 2.15° in total height and width presented on a black background (Figure 2(e) ). The stimuli were centered in a red square border viewed binocularly that subtended 5.72°. The subject wore red and blue filters over the right and left eye, respectively. He or she was instructed to report whether the arms of the cross were perfectly aligned with each other or not. The outcome measure was a pass or fail score based on the subject response. Normal fixation (pass) was indicated when the subject reported that the arms of the cross were perfectly aligned with each other. The examiner entered the subject's response using the keyboard.
Monocular Accommodative Facility
The stimuli for the monocular accommodative facility test consisted of four red or blue Landolt Cs (0.29° diameter) centered in a square border (0.72° width) arranged horizontally and presented on a black background (Figure 2(f) ). For this test, the subject wore red and blue filters over the right and left eye, respectively, as well as a +1.50 D lens in front of the right eye and a 1.50 D lens in front of the left eye. This resulted in monocular presentation of the stimuli with the right eye relaxing accommodation and the left eye accommodating for the lens. The subject was instructed that the test was a timed event and to keep all the letters clear (i.e., in focus and single) during the test. Similar to the conventional flipper accommodation facility test, the subject activated (by looking through a minus lens) or relaxed (by looking through a plus lens) accommodation to reduce the blur sufficiently to identify the location of the break in a Landolt C (i.e., up, down, left, or right). The subject was instructed to use the joystick to indicate the location of the break in a Landolt C beginning with the first square located on the left of the screen. As each response was made, the square containing the Landolt C disappeared and the subject responded to the next stimulus to the right. Once the subject had responded to all four stimuli, the computer advanced to the next screen, where the other eye was evaluated. Since this is a monocular test, each eye was evaluated separately by using different color filters (i.e., red for right eye and blue for left eye). The test ran for 60 s, alternating between eyes. The outcome measure was the number of cycles the subject could discriminate the orientation of the Landolt C alternating between +1.50 D and 1.50 D lenses, reported in cycles per minute (cpm).
Saccadic Eye Movement
The test displayed a randomly placed blue arrow (1.58° × 0.72°) pointing either up, down, left, or right; surrounded by a red square border (1.86°); and presented on a black background (Figure 2(g) ). The subject was instructed to use the joystick to indicate, as rapidly and accurately as possible, the direction that the arrow was pointing. The subject was also instructed that the test was a timed event and to move only the eyes during the testing, not the head. Each response caused the arrow and the red square to randomly jump to a different location on the screen and to change the direction in which the arrow was pointing. The test ran for 60 s. The outcome measure was a pass or fail score based on the percentage of the correct responses (i.e., correctly identified the direction of the arrow) and the average response time (i.e., time to complete response) in seconds. Saccadic eye movements were considered within normal limits if the percentage of the correct responses was 80 percent and if the average response time was 1.20 s, as described in the product manual instructions. However, well-developed normative saccadic eye movement data obtained with this method have not yet been published.
Smooth Pursuit Eye Movement
The test displayed a continuously moving letter E (1.43° × 1.15°) that was randomly oriented up, down, left, or right on a black background (Figure 2(h) ). The subject was instructed to use the joystick to indicate the orientation of the letter E as rapidly and accurately as possible. He or she was also instructed that the test was a timed event and to move only the eyes during the testing, not the head. With each response, the letter E changed orientation randomly as it continuously moved throughout the screen. The test ran for 60 s. Similar to the saccadic eye movement, the outcome measure was a pass or fail score based on the percentage of the correct responses (i.e., correctly identified the orientation of the E) and the average response time (i.e., time to complete response) in seconds. Also similar to the saccadic screening, pursuit eye movements were considered within normal limits if the percentage of the correct responses was 80 percent and if the average response time was 1.20 s, as described in the product manual instructions. However, well-developed normative smooth pursuit eye movement data obtained with this method have not yet been published.
Reading Fluency
The subject was instructed to read silently a short story displayed in 12-point font on the computer screen. The subject was also instructed to read the story as rapidly as possible while maintaining comprehension. After reading the story, the subject answered 10 questions about the story as a measure of reading comprehension. The results for the reading speed and comprehension component of the test were automatically recorded. All subjects were tested with materials designed to assess a seventh grade reading level. The outcome measure was a pass or fail score based on the number of words per minute (wpm) read by the subject and the score of the reading comprehension test (0 to 100). The expected reading speed and reading comprehension score at the seventh grade reading level are 197 wpm and 80 percent, respectively.
Convergence Insufficiency Symptoms Survey
After completing all three COVS sessions, the subject was asked to complete the 15-question CISS displayed on the screen by selecting the frequency of the particular visual problem [28] . The results of the survey were automatically scored and saved. The outcome measure was a survey total score. The subject failed the test if he or she scored >20.
Experimental Design and Statistical Analyses
A within-subject, repeated-measures correlational design was used to evaluate the effectiveness (i.e., validity, repeatability, sensitivity, and specificity) of the COVS to screen oculomotor functions. The results of the COVS were compared with results of the conventional oculomotor evaluation performed by an optometrist.
Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) were calculated for most of the outcome measures. Inferential statistics (Student pair t-test or multivariate analysis of variance [MANOVA]) were used to examine the difference between measurements obtained by the two methods. Scatter plots and Pearson correlation coefficients were used to demonstrate the relationship between the oculomotor measurements obtained by both techniques. Based on its correlation coefficient (r) value, the correlation strength was interpreted as very strong (0.80), moderately strong (0.79-0.60), fair (0.59-0.30), or poor (<0.30) [43] . In addition, the Bland-Altman analysis of limits of agreement (LOAs) was used to further compare the results of the COVS and conventional testing for oculomotor functions scored on a ratio scale [44] . The BlandAltman plot is useful to reveal the relation between the differences and the averages, uncover any systematic biases, and identify possible outliers, all of which might be missed with conventional correlations analysis. The validity of the COVS oculomotor assessments producing categorical data (pass or fail) was determined by the kappa coefficient, a measure of agreement between multiple observations [45] . Based on its magnitude, the kappa coefficient was interpreted as almost perfect (0.81-1.00), substantial (0.61-0.80), moderate (0.41-0.60), fair (0.21-0.40), slight (0-0.20), and poor (<0).
The test-retest repeatability of the COVS measures between sessions was assessed using the Bland-Altman method and the coefficient of repeatability (COR). The COR was calculated by multiplying the SD of the differences between sessions by 1.96 (i.e., between sessions 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3). The measurements were compared using a within-subjects repeated MANOVA to determine whether the values were significantly different between sessions [46] . Eta values were calculated to estimate the size of the effect attributable to repeated COVS. The repeatability of the COVS for oculomotor functions producing categorical data (pass or fail) was determined by kappa coefficient and interpreted as described previously.
Analytical measures of sensitivity and specificity, as well as the rates of false positives and false negatives, were calculated to assess the clinical effectiveness of the COVS. The sensitivity was calculated by dividing the number of true positives by the combined number of true positives and false negatives. The specificity was calculated by dividing the number of true negatives by the combined number of true negatives and false positives. All significance levels were p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 11.0 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York) and GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc; La Jolla, California) software.
RESULTS
All subjects were correctable to 20/20 in both eyes. They also had normal color vision, intraocular pressure, and ocular health. Table 1 summarizes oculomotor functions assessed only by conventional oculomotor evaluation. These oculomotor functions were measured to characterize the subjects' complete oculomotor status, particularly distance-vision oculomotor functions since these were not evaluated by the COVS. There were statistically significant differences between the mTBI and the non-mTBI groups for NPC and monocular AOA. COVS with outcome measures scored on a ratio scale. Note that although the COVS was conducted three times in order to assess repeatability (discussed later), the comparison between the COVS and the conventional evaluation of oculomotor function was limited to the first COVS. The results show that there were no statistically significant differences (t-test) between the results obtained by these two methods for lateral phoria, vertical phoria, NFV, and its associated recovery; however, there were statistically significant differences between the results obtained by the two methods for PFV (p < 0.001) and its recovery (p < 0.001) as well as monocular accommodative facility (p < 0.001).
To assess the validity of the COVS compared with the conventional evaluation, scatter and Bland-Altman plots with 95 percent LOA were performed for each of the oculomotor function measurements scored on a ratio scale. The scatter plots show the regression lines for the mTBI and the non-mTBI groups separately and for the two groups combined. Each Bland-Altman graph is a plot of the difference against the mean; that is, for each subject, the difference in the measurements made by the COVS and the conventional method the measurements made by the two methods. Except when indicated, the differences were calculated such that negative values indicate higher reading (i.e., overestimation) and positive values indicate lower reading (i.e., underestimation) by COVS of the particular oculomotor function measurements. Each plot shows horizontal lines at the mean difference (i.e., bias) as well as at the upper and lower LOAs, which are defined as the mean difference plus and minus 1.96 times the SD. In addition, for completeness, regression lines for the mTBI and the non-mTBI groups are shown separately as well as for the two groups combined. The regression lines indicate the extent to which the difference between the two methods depends on the magnitude of the measurement; if the slope does not differ significantly from 0, the difference between the two methods is independent of the magnitude of the measurement. Note that because of overlapping data points, the total number of plotted points in each graph might seem to be less than the total number of volunteers (n = 40). COVS had a high sensitivity (83%) and specificity (100%) as a tool to screen lateral phorias ( Table 3) . Figure 4 (a) shows a strong correlation (r = 0.935) between the vertical phoria results obtained with COVS and conventional testing. Note the two outliers at the extreme right of the graphs. In order to assess the effect of these two suspect data points on the correlation, it was recomputed with the two observations excluded. The correlation between the methods was still very strong (r = 0.818, p < 0.001). The Bland-Altman plot (Figure 4(b) ) shows that there was an the magnitude of the measurements increased. COVS has a relatively high sensitivity (86%) and specificity (100%) as a tool to assess vertical phorias (Table 3) . Similarly, there was a strong correlation (r = 0.862) between the methods for NFV break (Figure 5(a)). Figure 5(b) shows excellent agreement between the two methods as indicated by the relatively low mean difference and the relatively narrow range of 95 percent LOA. The clinical utility of the COVS to assess NFV can be considered moderate based on its sensitivity (83%) but with excellent specificity (100%) ( Table 3 ). However, note that the expected normative value range for both methods is slightly different as shown in Table 2 (conventional: 17 PD; COVS: 10 PD). If the expected Morgan normative value range (i.e., 17 PD) is used instead to make a pass or fail determination, the sensitivity of the COVS increases to 100 percent at the cost of a lower specificity (88%) and slightly higher false positive rate (12%). Based on the strong Pearson correlation between measurements, these results suggest that adopting the conventional criterion (Morgan) for the COVS NFV measurement to make a pass or fail determination will increase its sensitivity while maintaining the good agreement between methods, as shown by the correlation and Bland-Altman analyses. (Figure 6(b) ). When the groups were analyzed individually, the results from the mTBI group showed slightly less variability than those from the non-mTBI group. Nonetheless, the results showed good agreement between the methods with only a slight tendency for the COVS to overestimate the measurements as the magnitude of the measurements increases. However, the COVS demonstrated a sensitivity and specificity of 100 and 97 percent, respectively ( Table 3) . Figure 7 (a) demonstrates a very strong correlation between methods (r = 0.975) for the PFV break results. Despite the nearly perfect correlation between the methods, the Bland-Altman plot shows only a moderate agreement between the two methods as indicated by the relative large LOA range (17.01 to 4.94), with mTBI group results showing slightly less variability than the non-mTBI group. There was a tendency for the COVS to overestimate the measurements as the magnitude increased. Nevertheless, the clinical utility of the COVS to assess PFV is supported by its high sensitivity (100%) and specificity (97%), as summarized in Table 3 . Here the sensitivity refers to the ability of the method to identify deficient positive fusional amplitude. Therefore, the excellent sensitivity shown here, despite the moderate agreement between the methods shown by the BlandAltman analysis, can be attributed to the fact that the COVS appears to overestimate those measurements that shows only a moderate agreement between the two methods. The mTBI group showed slightly less variability than the non-mTBI group, with a tendency for the COVS to overestimate measurements as the magnitude increased. Of all the oculomotor functions evaluated, this was the function with the largest variability on the results. Nevertheless, the clinical utility of the COVS to assess PFV recovery is supported by its high sensitivity (100%) and specificity (94%), summarized in Table 3 , which indicate the ability of the COVS to identify defective PFV recovery. The excellent sensitivity shown here, despite the moderate agreement between the methods shown by the Bland-Altman method, can be attributed to the fact that the COVS appears to overestimate those measurements above 30 PD that are already within the expected COVS normative range (16 PD) while maintaining its sensitivity to measure lower values that are considered to be outside the normative range. Figure 9 (a) shows a moderately strong correlation (r = 0.769) between the monocular accommodative facility results obtained with COVS and conventional testing. Figure 9(b) shows that despite the strong correlation between the methods, there was only a moderate agreement between the two methods as indicated by the relatively large LOA range (12.75 to 2.67). The mTBI group showed slightly less variability than the non-mTBI group with a tendency for the COVS to overestimate measurements as the magnitude increased. Despite the variability shown here, the clinical utility of COVS was demonstrated by its relatively high sensitivity (90%) and specificity (95%) when assessing monocular accommodative facility ( Table 3) . Its sensitivity is preserved despite the moderate agreement between methods shown by the Bland-Altman analysis because the overestimation occurs primarily for values already within the expected normative range (12 cpm).
The kappa coefficient showed excellent agreement between methods for assessing oculomotor functions with outcome measurements with categorical data (pass or fail) based on large coefficient value for Worth 4 Dot (combined: κ = 1.0; mTBI: κ = 1.0; non-mTBI: κ = 1.0), fixation (combined: κ = 1.0; mTBI: κ = 1.0; non-mTBI: κ = 1.0), and pursuit (combined: κ = 0.875; mTBI: κ = 1.0; non-mTBI: κ = 0.823) and saccadic (combined: κ = 0.828; mTBI: κ = 0.886; non-mTBI: κ = 0.807) eye movements. The sensitivity and specificity were also excellent for the Worth 4 Dot (100% and 100%, respectively), fixation (100% and 100%, respectively), and pursuit (100% and 97%, respectively) and saccadic eye movements (100% and 97%, respectively) ( Table 3) .
For oculomotor function measurements that produced continuous data, the COR and LOA method of repeated measures assessed the repeatability of the data over sessions 1, 2, and 3 ( Table 4 and Figure 10 ). The CORs were very similar for all session combinations for all the functions. In order to quantitatively evaluate the extent of this similarity, a within-subjects repeated measures MANOVA was performed to compare the data over the three sessions for the seven continuous dependent measures in Table 4 . The last two columns of Table 4 contain the p-values (for Pillai trace) and the  2 , an estimate of the effect size that could be attributed to the comparison being made. Thus, for example, even though the mean differences among each of the three measurements of lateral phoria were not statistically significant, the differences among the three lateral phoria means account for about 5.7 percent of the total variance in this data set (Figure 10(a) ). Accommodative facility is the only measure for which the MANOVA was statistically significant (Pillai trace = 272; F(2,38) = 7.112, p < 0.002), such that about 27.2 percent of the variance can be accounted for by the fact that the first readings were statistically slower than the second, but that the third reading was not different from either the first or the second, as shown in Figure  10(g) .
The repeatability of the COVS for oculomotor functions producing categorical data was determined by its kappa coefficients. The kappa coefficients show excellent agreement between the three readings obtained by the COVS for the Worth 4 Dot (κ = 0.791), fixation (κ = 0.848), and pursuit (κ = 0.815) and saccadic (κ = 0.880) eye movements. Furthermore, there was excellent repeatability of the individual components (i.e., percent of correct responses and average response time) used by the COVS to make a pass or fail determination for the pursuit and saccadic eye movement (Figure 10(h)-(k) ). Figure 11 shows representative diagrams for one subject with normal (Figure 11(a) ) and one with defective (Figure 11(b) ) motor fields. A motor field diagram is generated based on the phorias measured at the nine positions of gaze, therefore providing a graphical representation of a suspected paretic muscle. We found that 12 (11 [55%] mTBI and 1 [5%] non-mTBI) of the 40 subjects (30%) had motor field diagrams that were classified as "defective" when compared with the example paretic muscle patterns displayed on the test result screen. The resulting motor field diagram for each of the subjects was highly repeatable in all three test-retest sessions. More importantly, these defective motor field diagrams were present in subjects with marked oculomotor deficit, particularly those with large vertical and lateral phorias in primary gaze.
Similarly, of the 40 subjects, the 15 (38%) who failed the reading assessment test also had at least two oculomotor function deficits as measured by the COVS or conventional evaluation. The repeatability of the reading assessment based on a pass or fail score (categorical data) was determined by the kappa coefficient. The kappa coefficient shows excellent agreement between all three pass or fail determinations obtained by the COVS for the reading assessment test (κ = 0.826). Furthermore, there was excellent repeatability of the individual assessment components (i.e., reading speed and reading comprehension) used by the COVS to make a pass or fail determination for the reading assessment test (Figure 10(l)-(m) ). Since the short story passages are different for each test-retest session, there was no practice effect for reading comprehension or speed. On the contrary, there was a small (not statistically significant) decline in reading speed as the number of repeats progressed, possibly caused by fatigue. The mean total score for the CISS was significantly different between the two groups (mTBI: 20.45 ± 14.88; non-mTBI: 12.15 ± 7.66; p = 0.03). A correlation of the subjects' reading assessment pass or fail score determined by the COVS with the number of subjects failing the CISS positively identified 13 (86.67%, all mTBI) of the 15 subjects who failed the reading assessment test.
DISCUSSION
Although the effectiveness of computer-based systems has been previously described as a tool to remediate oculomotor deficits in the form of orthoptic therapy, we know of no validation studies assessing the effectiveness of computerized testing for screening oculomotor functions [31, [34] [35] . This study demonstrated that non-eyecare professionals may be able to use the COVS as a tool to efficiently screen version, vergence, and accommodative functions in a military population with or without mTBI. To evaluate the COVS, the present study used 40 Active Duty military subjects, half with a history of mTBI and half without. A comparison of the visual functions measured in these two groups is clearly beyond the scope of the present article, particularly since the number of subjects in each group is so small. However, among all of the oculomotor functions evaluated with both conventional testing and COVS, we found that near lateral phoria, near vertical phoria, near PFV break and recovery, and pursuit and saccadic eye movements were significantly more defective in the mTBI group than the nonmTBI group.
Overall, the COVS showed excellent accuracy and repeatability for assessing near lateral and vertical phorias, flat fusion (by Worth 4 Dot), fixation, and pursuit and saccadic eye movements. Despite the strong Pearson correlation, the Bland-Altman analysis identified minor to moderate discrepancies for both PFV and NFV and their associated recovery, as well as with the monocular accommodative facility measurements. For example, the mean maximum fusional amplitudes and refusion values during divergence and convergence testing measured with the COVS were consistently higher than those measured with phorometry. However, this was an expected finding because the COVS's RDS stimulus size was larger than that used during the conventional von Graefe phorometry technique. Previous studies have shown that fusional amplitude measurements increase as the stimulus size increases [47] [48] . Furthermore, Feldman et al. concluded that vergence fusional amplitude values depend on the type of stimuli. Stereo acuity (i.e., RDS) stimuli produce higher measurements than flat fusion stimuli (i.e., phorometry target) [47] . Feldman et al. found that the largest differences in measurement overestimation were present with PFV measurements. Similarly, the present study found that PFV measurements provide the largest magnitude of overestimation. However, it appears that such overestimation on PFV values has been partially accounted for by the COVS software since its expected normative values (break: 20 PD; recovery: 16 PD) are high relative to the expected Morgan normative values (break: 15 PD; recovery: 4 PD). Consequently, even though there was only moderate agreement between methods, the COVS has nearly perfect sensitivity and specificity as a tool to assess positive fusional amplitudes and recoveries due to the adjusted COVS normal range criterion.
Feldman et al. also showed that RDS stimuli produced only a slight overestimation (approx 2-3 PD) of the maximum divergence amplitude and divergence recovery, which is also in agreement with the NFV break and recovery results found here [47] . However, the expected normative values for NFV measurements for the COVS (break: 10 PD; recovery: 6 PD) are lower than the Morgan normative values (break: 17 PD; recovery: 8 PD). If the Morgan expected values are used with the COVS to make a pass or fail determination, its sensitivity improves from 83 to 100 percent; however, its specificity decreases from 100 to 88 percent with a slightly higher false positive rate (12%). Despite the great level of repeatability of NFV measurements, it appears that the COVS measurements are overestimated, particularly over what is considered a normal fusional range. Since we are concerned with the identification of individuals with poor fusional vergence (i.e., low values), it would be acceptable to adopt the Morgan normative criterion for COVS to increase the test sensitivity even with its slightly decreased specificity. Further studies incorporating a larger sample size are needed to Figure 11 . Representative motor field diagrams are shown for (a) one study subject with normal motor fields and (b) another study subject with abnormal motor field with suspected right superior oblique paresis obtained during three computerized oculomotor vision screening sessions. 
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---P -r-ln_l___ ~ P,ev1ous Menu determine the acceptable cut-off value that will result in the highest sensitivity and specificity. Similarly, despite the great level of repeatability of accommodative facility, it appears that the COVS overestimated accommodative facility values that are beyond what is considered a normal range (12 cpm). It is possible that this overestimation, particularly on those with normal function, was induced by the different magnitude of flipper lens power used for the COVS (+1.50/-1.50 D, as per user manual instructions) and the conventional test (+2.00/-2.00 D). Further studies are needed to determine whether the use of +2.00/-2.00 D flippers with the COVS provides results that are more in line with conventional assessment, decreasing the overestimation on subjects with normal accommodative function without negatively affecting its sensitivity. Since we are concerned with the identification of individuals with poor accommodative amplitude (<12 cpm), overestimation at large values will not substantially affect the sensitivity (i.e., ability to detect subjects with low cycles per minute). Moreover, since the repeatability of the measurement is high, adjustments to the software possibly compensate for this overestimation to meet accuracy tolerances without altering repeatability.
The COVS also incorporated the symptoms CISS, the motor field assessment, and a reading fluency test, which provided a functional assessment of the subjects' near oculomotor status. These tests (i.e., motor field and reading assessment) also show good repeatability and sensitivity to identify individuals with oculomotor dysfunctions and should be performed during routine as well as predeployment eye examinations to facilitate the diagnosis of oculomotor deficits resulting from deployment.
The findings of this study have important implications regarding the clinical utility of COVS as a screening tool since it has the promise of enabling non-eye-care providers to quickly screen (~10 min) warfighters. The COVS and the methodology used in this study supported the identification of oculomotor deficits commonly present in warfighters with mTBI. The use of computer programs to automate the oculomotor function evaluation in military and Department of Veterans Affairs treatment facilities has the potential to improve the identification of individuals with oculomotor deficits while decreasing the variability of results, decreasing testing time, and allowing direct comparison of pre-and postdeployment results. In addition, an automated system overcomes most of the inherent technical and examiner-induced shortcomings of the conventional oculomotor examination. For example, the COVS may reduce the variability of results among examiners as well as intratesting variability observed with conventional oculomotor examinations [32, 42, 49] . Interexaminer and intratesting variability can be induced by a considerable number of factors, such as variation on the size, brightness, and complexity of the target; speed of target presentation; type of stimulus (i.e., flat fusion vs stereoscopic); methods of presentation (i.e., Risley prism, anaglyph, or vectograph) or of changing the stimulus parameters; and variations in lighting, as well as the detail of instructions and the level of motivational support provided to the patient during the evaluation [30, 42, 50] . In addition, our finding supports the usefulness of the CISS and the reading assessment as adjuvant tools to identify subjects with near vision oculomotor dysfunctions.
This study is the first step toward a standardized oculomotor screening methodology that can be used to assess and monitor oculomotor deficits associated with mTBI in warfighters. The study suggests that the COVS may be administered by paraoptometric personnel or non-eye-care providers to (1) rapidly and accurately evaluate a significant number of oculomotor functions, (2) provide a functional assessment test, (3) survey the subjective near vision symptoms, and (4) expedite the referral for a comprehensive TBI functional examination by an eye-care provider.
CONCLUSIONS
By comparison with a conventional examination of oculomotor functions, this study showed that COVS has promise as an effective screening tool to assess near oculomotor functions in a military population with or without mTBI. Its effectiveness is based on its high validity and repeatability for most of the evaluated functions. In addition, its high sensitivity and specificity, coupled with the relatively low false positive and negative rates, make it an effective tool that can be administered by non-eyecare personnel to screen for near oculomotor dysfunctions as well as associated symptoms and reading problems. The automation of the oculomotor function screening allows for the standardization of the oculomotor examination by presenting the same stimuli under similar conditions (e.g., type of stimuli, speed, distance, and illumination levels). Such standardization has the potential to improve interexaminer and interlocation reli-ability, thereby permitting the provider to compare preand postdeployment oculomotor functions or to monitor recovery of oculomotor deficits over time for those individuals with mTBI. Although most of the oculomotor dysfunctions associated with mTBI affect near oculomotor functions, a complete oculomotor assessment is necessary to make an accurate diagnosis and to prescribe an effective rehabilitative program. In practice, patients who fail the COVS or have associated visual complaints should be referred to the eye-care provider for more thorough near and distance oculomotor evaluation in order to prescribe an appropriate customized neurovisual rehabilitation regimen.
